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choices

JEL classification: G11; G40

1 Introduction

The Disposition Effect (DE hereafter) was first described by Shefrin & Statman

(1985) and refers to investors’ propensity to sell winners and hold on to losers. There

is an extensive literature confirming this behavior, studying its causal mechanisms

and assessing its consequences for portfolio performance.

Among the many potential reasons proposed as the drivers of the DE (tax reasons,

beliefs in mean-reverting asset prices, desire to rebalance portfolios or reluctance to

incur high trading costs for low-priced stocks, etc.), prospect theory and cognitive

dissonance have attracted more attention than most. According to Kahneman &

Tversky’s (1979) prospect theory, decision makers frame their choices in terms of

potential gains and losses relative to a reference point and are “risk-averse” in the

gain domain (i.e., they secure their gains) and “risk-loving” in the loss domain (i.e.,

they keep their losing positions open). Hence, many researchers concluded that this

risk-attitude was (at least partially) responsible for the DE.

Chang et al. (2016) refine this view when they report evidence that cognitive

dissonance explains the DE bias. They observe that many retail investors display

at the same time “a disposition effect in stocks, being more likely to sell when at

a gain, but a reverse-disposition effect in funds, being more likely to sell at a loss”.

This suggests that retail investors’ reactions to poor performance by selling depend on

whether they view their own choices or a fund manager’s choices as being responsible

for the performance.

Although the drivers of the DE remain unclear, numerous empirical and experi-

mental papers support its existence [Barber et al. (2009), Weber & Camerer (1998),

Shapira & Venezia (2001), Grinblatt & Keloharju (2001), and many others]. Lin-

nainmaa (2010) voices concerns regarding the interpretation of the DE measure. He
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shows that the DE measure itself is distorted by the use of limit orders. Even when

investors have no greater preference for selling winners rather than losers, the limit

orders they submit mechanically affect the DE measure, creating the appearance of

investors being prone to the DE. While a market sell order allows investors to rid

themselves of a security with immediacy and certainty, a (non-marketable) limit sell

order is executed only if the market price moves up to the limit price. Hence, a limit

sell order is more likely to be executed in an upward-trending market, increasing

the probability of a stock being sold at a gain. In a downward-trending market, the

order is less likely to be executed, the stock remains in the portfolio and is often

considered to constitute a paper loss.

We argue that the reverse transmission channel also exists – that investors’ order

choices are in part driven by the DE. Investors who have a propensity to sell winners

and ride losers make different choices when placing their orders. First, in the gain

domain, they submit more orders to get out of winners sooner, while in the loss

domain, they set the limit price no lower than the purchase price, at the expense

of increased non-execution risk. Second, their order submission decisions (e.g., the

choice between limit orders and market orders, limit price setting, etc.) for sales

differ from those for purchases.

The relationship between the use of limit orders and the DE is far from exhaus-

tively explored in the literature. Linnainmaa (2010) is the first and only author

who examines the impact of limit orders on measured DE. Our paper digs deeper

into this causality but at the same time examines thoroughly the reverse causality,

that is, the impact of the DE on the use of limit orders. We thus distinguish the

unwanted mechanical component of the DE measure from the actual DE component

and contribute to a better understanding of this complex relationship.

For this study, we use a unique and comprehensive dataset provided by a large

Belgian brokerage house with detailed information on financial literacy, order sub-

missions and trading activities of retail investors. Combining these data with public

and private information provided by Euronext, we rebuild limit order books (LOB)

for a subset of order data from February 1 to April 30, 2006. In addition, we collect

historical prices from Eurofidai and Bloomberg. Thanks to these rich data, we are
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well-equipped to analyze the potential bi-directional relationship between limit order

use and the DE.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the framework for our

analysis. Section 3 describes the data and our sample. Section 4 extends the findings

of Linnainmaa (2010) regarding the mechanical effects of limit orders on the DE and

examines the impact of DE on order submissions. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Framework

Investors cannot implement their trading intentions without making order submission

decisions. They mainly use limit orders and market orders. Choosing between these

two order types involves a trade-off between execution certainty and price certainty.

Retail investors can trade immediately using market orders but face price uncer-

tainty (also known as “price risk”) when doing so, because market orders are executed

at the best price currently available in the market. When market conditions change

rapidly, market orders may be filled at a price other than the one observed at the

time of order submission. This is particularly true for retail investors who often have

access to the limit order book (LOB) only with a delay.

Unlike market orders, limit orders allow investors to avoid unfavorable execution

prices by specifying the maximum (minimum) price at which they are willing to buy

(sell) an asset. At the same time, there is no guarantee that such an order will be

filled. Investors experience non-execution risk in that they maintain their positions

if the market price never crosses the limit price they set.

Investors can reduce the non-execution risk by setting the limit price more aggres-

sively, that is setting a higher price for limit buy orders and a lower price for limit sell

orders. They can submit marketable limit buy (sell) orders whose limit price is equal

to or higher (lower) than the best ask (bid) to have their orders filled immediately.

Put differently, marketable limit orders are comparable to market orders except that

they allow investors to limit price uncertainty at the cost of accepting a small amount

of non-execution risk.1 In placing a non-marketable limit buy (sell) order with a limit

1However, retail investors’ delayed access to LOB information may distort their intentions to
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price below (above) the best ask (bid), investors indicate a willingness to be patient

in return for a better price. However, they also offer a free trading option to other

market participants. Any investor who wants to trade against a non-marketable limit

buy (sell) order can submit a market or marketable limit sell (buy) order to do so.

There are several reasons for why retail investors may use limit orders. First, retail

investors may be reluctant to expose themselves to price risk, especially in the case

of volatile stocks, because these investors’ access to market information is delayed.

Second, investors may consider a market order to be too expensive when the bid-ask

spread is large. Third, they may use limit orders for non-economic reasons, may make

this choice at random, or simply because it is the default order type on their trading

platform.2 Finally, since they are likely to monitor their portfolio and the market

less frequently than professionals, retail investors may decide to submit limit orders

extensively. For example, they may set an unreasonably low (high) limit price for

buy (sell) orders relative to the prevailing market price, accepting that their orders

may stand in the LOB for a long time or even never trade. In doing so, however,

they avoid missing trading opportunities due to infrequent market monitoring in case

there is a large change in the asset price.3

Regarding the relationship between order choices and the DE, Linnainmaa (2010)

documents that limit orders generate mechanical effects, distorting the DE measure.

Using data from Finland, he shows that, in comparison with market order trades,

limit order trades4 are associated with a higher DE measure due to such mechanical

effects. He argues that a limit sell order is more likely to be executed in an upward-

trending market, increasing the probability that the stock will be sold at a gain. In

a downward-trending market, the order is less likely to be executed, meaning that

use marketable limit orders. That is, a limit buy (sell) order which is “marketable” relative to the
best ask (bid) they observe on their trading platform may no longer be “marketable” when the best
ask (bid) at the time of order submission is different from the observed ask (bid).

2Many brokers in Europe (Linnainmaa (2010) and the US set limit orders as the default option.
3At the same time, these investors expose themselves to adverse selection risk. As soon as it

becomes profitable for better-informed investors, they may seize the trading opportunities afforded
them by retail investors’ (stale) orders.

4Linnainmaa (2010) computes the DE at the aggregate market level and tests the DE measure
by comparing trades generated by limit orders with those generated by market orders.
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the stock will remain in the investor’s portfolio and be counted a paper loss.

Our results show that the reverse causality exists also. That is, the DE affects

retail investors’ order submission decisions. Our reasoning is as follows: When in-

vestors are prone to the DE, they are guided by the purchase price when submitting

sell orders. Consequently, their order submission decisions are influenced by whether

they are in the gain domain or in the loss domain. This suggests that high-DE and

low-DE5 investors will exhibit different order submission behaviors. Investors prone

to the DE, when in the loss domain, desire to break even. For this reason, they strive

to set their limit orders to prices at or above their purchase price, which is sometimes

unreasonably higher than the prevailing market price. In addition, high-DE investors

will submit market sell orders or marketable limit sell orders either when potential

gains are small (because they wish to secure their gains quickly) or after significant

losses have accumulated (because they are reluctant to get rid of losers). As we will

show in the remainder of this paper, we find evidence for all of these effects.

In the following sections, using our rich data, we explore the bi-directional rela-

tionship between the DE and order choices.

3 Data and Sample

3.1 General description

We use a unique dataset provided by a large Belgian online brokerage house. This

dataset gives detailed information about the order submission decisions of 25,328

retail investors over more than 10 years, from January 2003 to March 2012. We

are also able to match these trading data with individual investor characteristics.

These characteristics include socio-demographic and survey-based measures such as

self-assessments about financial literacy, risk tolerance, and investment horizon. This

individual information was gathered in the context of the EU’s MiFID6 regulation,

5We will use the term “high-DE” (“low-DE”) to refer to investors who have a relatively greater
(lesser) propensity to exhibiting behavior consistent with the disposition effect.

6MiFID stands for the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive. This European regulation
has made it compulsory for brokerage firms to collect specific information about their retail clients’
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which came into effect in EU member countries in November 2007. For the present

study, we focus only on investors’ orders submissions for stocks and do not include

orders pertaining to other asset classes. In total, our investors place 3,524,407 market

and limit orders for a total of 12,531 different stocks. To calculate the DE, we require

historical prices (daily high, low and closing prices). We successfully collect historical

price data for 5,638 of these stocks and our sample period from either Eurofidai

(www.eurofidai.org) or Bloomberg. Although we thus lack price information for

6,893 stocks (55% of the total), this affects only 655,132 orders (18.5% of the total)

and 1,938 investors (7.65% of the total). Out of the 23,391 investors remaining, we

can calculate the DE for 19,323. There are two main reasons for why we cannot

calculate the DE for some investors: First, some 3,439 investors have never had a

winner (1,007), a loser (1,260) or either a winner or a loser (1,172) in their respective

portfolios. Second, there are 629 investors for whom only selling trades are recorded

in the dataset, meaning that we do not have access to the corresponding purchase

prices, thus preventing us from determining whether the sales are realized winners

or losers. Finally, we retain in our dataset investors who submit at least one sell

order during the sample period. As a result, our sample shrinks by a further 927

investors. We end up with a final sample of 2,336,916 orders, involving 5,306 stocks,

and placed by 18,396 investors. We combine the historical prices of these stocks with

the order dataset provided by the brokerage firm, such that for each order, we have

the historical prices from the order submission day of the stock in question.

In addition to this comprehensive order dataset, we have public and private infor-

mation directly provided by Euronext7 over the three-month period from February

1, 2006 to April 30, 2006. Following De Winne & D’Hondt (2007), we combine these

needs, financial knowledge and preferences.
7Each month, Euronext used to publicly publish very detailed data about orders, trades and

best limits of the order book. In addition to publicly available information, for each order, we also
use a private dataset provided by Euronext and including the ID member code, the time when the
order disappears from the system (due to cancellation or execution for example) and the date of
the order modification, if any; for each trade, this private Euronext dataset provides us with both
buyer and seller ID codes as well as the date when both orders triggering the trade were introduced
(or last modified) and the sequence number of both orders in the file of Euronext order data. For
more details on the public and private information provided by Euronext and the approach used
to rebuild the LOB, see De Winne & D’Hondt (2003).
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public and private Euronext data in order to rebuild the LOB second by second.

These LOB data represent orders and trades for 82 common stocks belonging to the

AEX, BEL20 or CAC40 indexes. The ID code variable allows us to identify all or-

ders and trades originating from the brokerage house. Merging information from the

LOB data and the data of our brokerage house, we are able to determine the best

quotes and associated quantities, 15 minutes before and at the time when orders are

submitted for 14,902 orders in the order dataset. For convenience, we will call this

subset the “Euronext dataset” hereafter.

Hence, our data provide very detailed information about retail investors’ order

submissions. For each order placed, there are various types of information avail-

able (among others): type (market or limit), time-in-force (day order or Good-Till-

Canceled order), direction (buy or sell), status (executed or non-executed), sending

time, execution time, limit price, quantity, expected price (limit price for limit orders

and prevailing quote for market orders), executed quantity, execution price, and the

daily high, low and closing prices of the stock. For all market orders, and for those

limit orders that are included in the Euronext dataset, we have the prevailing market

prices (best bid and ask, last transaction price) at the time of order submission in

addition to the information just outlined.

As we do not know the prevailing market price at the time of order submission

for all orders, we cannot always distinguish between marketable and non-marketable

limit orders with certainty. In cases where we cannot, we use the lag between the time

at which an order is sent and its execution time as a proxy to identify marketable

limit orders. If a limit order is executed within 1s after its submission, we classify it

as a marketable limit order.

Since the data clearly indicate the status of each order (canceled, executed, etc.),

we can build a trade file which includes 1,533,301 executed orders. Using the informa-

tion on purchases and sales in the trade file allows us to calculate the volume-weighted

average purchase price (or “purchase price” for short, hereafter) for any investor, on

any position, for each point in time. We follow Odean’s (1998) method to calculate

the DE for each investor in the order dataset. Accordingly, the disposition effect is

calculated as the difference between the proportion of gains realized (PGR) and the
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proportion of losses realized (PLR). PGR and PLR are defined as follows:

PGR =
Realized Gains

Realized Gains+ Paper Gains
(1)

PLR =
Realized Losses

Realized Losses+ Paper Losses
(2)

where Realized Gains is the total number of positions realized at a gain and Paper

Gains is the total number of gains that could have been sold, but were not. The

corresponding interpretation applies to Realized Losses and Paper Losses. We count

Paper Gains and Paper Losses on days where investors make at least one trade.

We use the average purchase price as a reference point to determine gains or losses.

A positive DE measure indicates that investors have a greater tendency to realize

winners than losers.

Table 1 reports statistics regarding the DE measure and order submissions at the

investor level. In line with many studies, our investors also display the propensity to

sell winners and hold on to losers, with a DE measure of 13.70% on average, which

is statistically significantly different from 0 (single-sample t-test, t(18,395) = 71.49,

p = 0.0000).8

An average investor in our sample submits 127.03 orders and trades 83.35 times

over the 10-year period. They submit more buy orders (72.21) than sell orders

(54.82); the average monetary value of sell orders (e6,866), however, is much higher

than that of buy orders (e5,599) (dependent t-test, t(18,395) = −2.84, p = 0.0045).

Investors extensively submit non-marketable limit orders for both purchases and

sales—65.11% and 68.64% of the time, respectively (dependent t-test of the differ-

ence, t(18,395) = −21.04, p = 0.0000). For the average investor, the execution rate

of non-marketable limit buy orders is 72.82%, considerably higher than that of non-

marketable limit sell orders, 53.70% (dependent t-test of the difference, t(16,385) =

89.71, p = 0.0000).

8To control for the impact of traders who trade infrequently, we replicate all analyses for a
smaller sample, consisting only of investors who executed at least 40 stock trades over our sample
period. We present these robustness checks in the appendix. All of our results remain qualitatively
unchanged, supporting our conclusions derived from the full sample of all investors.
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Table 1: Order submission and DE statistics at the investor level

Q1 Median Mean Q3

Number of investors (N = 18,396)

Disposition effect (in %) 0.74 7.52 13.70 22.86

Number of total orders 21.00 49.00 127.03 122.00

Number of total trades 16.00 36.00 83.35 83.00

Number of buy orders 12.00 29.00 72.21 70.00

Number of sell orders 7.00 19.00 54.82 52.00

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for purchases (in %) 45.87 75.00 65.11 90.32

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for sales (in %) 50.00 80.00 68.64 95.65

Execution rate of non-marketable limit buy orders (in %) 59.13 75.00 72.82 90.00

Execution rate of non-marketable limit sell orders (in %) 34.45 50.00 53.70 71.43

Notes: This table reports the mean, median and lower and upper quartiles for the DE measure
and order submissions at the investor level. The DE measure is calculated as in Odean (1998).
“Number of total orders” is the number all orders submitted (both executed and non-executed).
“Number of total trades” is the number of stock trades (i.e., executed orders). “Number of buy
(sell) orders” is the number of buy (sell) orders submitted (both executed and non-executed). “Pro-
portion of non-marketable limit orders for purchases (sales)” is calculated by dividing the number
of non-marketable limit buy (sell) orders by the total number of buy (sell) orders (executed and un-
executed). “Execution rate of non-marketable limit buy (sell) orders” is calculated by dividing the
number of executed buy (sell) non-marketable limit orders by the total number of non-marketable
limit buy (sell) orders submitted.
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3.2 Descriptive statistics

3.2.1 General statistics

Table 2: Order submissions and trade statistics across the whole sample

Orders Trades
N % of Total N % of Total Execution rate

Panel A: All Orders

Market 397,967 17.03% 390,771 25.49% 98.19%
Limit 1,938,949 82.97% 1,142,530 74.51% 58.93%
Marketable 214,868 9.19% 214,868 14.01% 100.00%

Non-marketable 1,724,081 73.78% 927,662 60.50% 53.81%

Total 2,336,916 1,533,301 65.61%

Panel B: Buy Orders Only

Market 232,407 17.50% 228,832 24.22% 98.46%
Limit 1,095,998 82.50% 716,049 75.78% 65.33%
Marketable 133,583 10.06% 133,583 14.14% 100.00%

Non-marketable 962,415 72.45% 582,466 61.64% 60.52%

Total 1,328,405 944,881 71.13%

Panel C: Sell Orders Only

Market 165,560 16.42% 161,939 27.52% 97.81%
Limit 842,951 83.58% 426,481 72.48% 50.59%
Marketable 81,285 8.06% 81,285 13.81% 100.00%

Non-marketable 761,666 75.52% 345,196 58.66% 45.32%

Total 1,008,511 588,420 58.35%

Notes: This table presents statistics on order submissions and trades by order type across the whole
sample. Panel A presents results for all orders (both buy and sell orders). Besides the total number
of orders, we report the number of orders submitted by each order type as well as the corresponding
proportions of the total number of orders. Similar statistics are presented for trades. The execution
rate is calculated by dividing the number of trades by the number of orders. Panel B and Panel C
present the same statistics as Panel A, but separately for buy and sell orders, respectively.

This subsection provides descriptive statistics about order submissions for the

full sample. We summarize the results in Table 2. Similar to Linnainmaa’s (2010)
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Finnish investors, retail investors in our sample also use limit orders extensively.

Non-marketable limit orders account for 73.78% of the total number of orders sub-

mitted, which is very similar to the 76.3% Linnainmaa (2010) reports for his Finnish

households. However, the execution rate of non-marketable limit orders in our sample

is 53.81%, which is considerably higher than Linnainmaa’s (2010) 34.2%.9

Buy orders account for 56.84% of the total number of orders in our sample.

Market orders and marketable limit orders are used slightly more frequently for buy

orders than for sell orders (27.56% and 24.48%, respectively).

While the execution rate of market orders10 is roughly the same for buy and sell

orders, non-marketable limit buy orders are executed at a significantly higher rate

(60.52%) than non-marketable limit sell orders (45.32%). One possible explanation

would be investors setting non-marketable limit buy prices that are closer to market

prices than their non-marketable limit sell prices. We can use the daily low and high

prices (which are included in our Eurofidai and Bloomberg data) to judge whether

this is the case. Regardless of the market trend after order submission, buy (sell)

limit orders are not executed if the limit price is set lower (higher) than the lowest

(highest) daily price. We find that while the average investor sets the limit price lower

than the lowest price for only 20.56% of their non-marketable limit buy orders, they

set the limit price higher than the highest price for 40.76% of their non-marketable

limit sell orders.

For each market order, our data record the prevailing quote at the time it is

submitted in addition to the execution price. Our sample contains a total of 165,560

market sell orders. Of these, 53.69% are submitted when the prevailing price is higher

than the purchase price (i.e., when investors are in the gain domain).

We do not know the prevailing quotes at order submission for all limit orders.

9Although Linnainmaa (2010) does not discuss which markets Finnish investors tend to invest in,
we suspect that this difference in execution rates of limit orders may be (partly) due to heterogeneity
in market liquidity. If, for example, Linnainmaa’s investors exhibit the well-established home
bias and trade more on the Helsinki Stock Exchange, this exchange’s lower liquidity compared
to Euronext could account for much of the difference.

10Not all market orders in our sample execute. Some market orders are not executed because
they are submitted during the extended trading hours or because they are automatically canceled
by the system after corporate events (stock splits, mergers, acquisitions, etc.).
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Therefore, we use the high and low prices (of the day when orders are submitted)

to determine whether investors are in the gain domain or in the loss domain: If the

high price is lower than the purchase price, we are certain that investors are in the

loss domain. If the low price is higher than the purchase price, investors are in the

gain domain. Finally, if the purchase price is between the low and the high price, we

cannot unambiguously determine the domain. Using these conditions, we can clearly

determine the domain of 661,053 (out of 842,951) sell limit orders. Of these, 62.00%

are submitted in the gain domain.

Table 3 reports how investors set the limit price for limit sell orders relative to

the purchase price. Similar as in the case of market orders, marketable limit sell

orders that are submitted and then executed at a price higher than or equal to the

purchase price account for nearly 58% of all marketable limit sell orders. In contrast,

non-marketable limit sell orders have limit prices exceeding the purchase price more

than 73% of the time.

Table 3: Limit Price relative to Purchase Price for limit sell orders

N LP ≥ PP

All sell limit orders 842,951 71.65%

Marketable 81,285 57.97%

Non-Marketable 761,666 73.11%

Executed 345,196 69.07%

Non-executed 416,470 76.46%

Notes: This table reports how investors set the limit price (LP) relative to the purchase price
(PP) for marketable and non-marketable limit sell orders. For the latter, we also present statistics
separately for executed and non-executed orders. “N” is the number of orders submitted. “LP ≥
PP” is the proportion of orders with LP greater than or equal to PP (relative to the number of
orders in column “N” of the same row).

Even in the loss domain (i.e., when the market price is lower than the purchase

price), investors still set the limit price higher than the purchase price for their

non-marketable limit sell orders 21.65% of the time. In addition, nearly 75.72% of
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these orders are Good-till-canceled (GTC) orders, while GTC orders account for only

36.92% of limit buy orders, for 23.81% of marketable limit sell orders and for 46.09%

of non-marketable limit sell orders submitted in the gain domain.

Frydman et al. (2018) suggest that rolling a mental account explains why investors

display a lower level of DE on a reinvestment day (i.e., a day on which investors sell

one asset and quickly buy another) than on a liquidation day (i.e., a day on which

a sale is not followed by a purchase). In other words, investors are more willing

to realize a loss if they quickly buy another asset. The investors in our sample are

more likely to make a purchase following a realized loss than following a realized

gain. Our statistics show that 33.03% of the days when investors realize a loss, their

sale is accompanied by at least one purchase. The corresponding figure for days on

which they realize a gain is significantly lower, at 25.55% (dependent t-test, t(5,418)

= −25.41, p = 0.0000).

3.2.2 Statistics on the DE and order submissions

To examine the relationship between the DE and the use of limit orders more closely,

we divide our sample investors into three equally-sized groups by the proportion of

their sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders. We refer to the third of the

investors with the lowest proportion of non-marketable limit sell orders as “Occa-

sional” users and to the third who have the highest proportion of non-marketable

limit sell orders as “Extensive” users. We refer to the middle third as “Regular”

users. The reason why we construct our groups based on the proportion of non-

marketable limit sell orders is that the DE affects sales decisions only. Table 4

summarizes characteristics of the three groups.

Table 4 shows that the three groups have roughly comparable trading activities

in terms of the proportions of buy orders (between 57.8% and 63.25%) and the

numbers of trades (between 63.11 to 103.88 trades). The higher the proportion of

non-marketable limit sell orders investors place, the higher the DE measure investors

display. The group of Occasional users, who on average submit 28.82 non-marketable

limit orders out of 100 sell orders, exhibits the lowest DE measure of 9.46%. In
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Table 4: Statistics about order submissions and DE measure for groups

Occasional Regular Extensive

Number of investors 6,132 6,132 6,132

DE (in %) 9.46*** 13.18 18.45***

Number of orders 97.34 159.26 124.50

Number of trades 83.06 103.88 63.11

Proportion of buy orders (in %) 63.25 57.80 60.28

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for purchases (in %) 36.54 73.44 85.35

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for sales (in %) 28.82 79.22 97.89

Execution rate for non-marketable limit buy orders (in %) 74.28 71.24 73.17

Execution rate for non-marketable limit sell orders (in %) 57.56 53.24 51.26

Notes: This table summarizes descriptive statistics for three groups formed based on the proportion
of their sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders. Group Occasional encompasses the third of
the investors who have the lowest proportion of non-marketable limit sell orders. Group Extensive

encompasses the third with the highest proportion of non-marketable limit sell orders. Group
Regular encompasses the middle third. For each group, we report the number of investors, the
average DE and the weighted average of different variables related to order submissions. The
numbers of orders and trades are per-capita averages. *, **, and *** indicate significant differences
relative to the Regular Column at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.

contrast, Extensive users, who have the highest proportion of non-marketable limit

sell orders (97.89%), display the highest DE level of 18.45%. The differences in the

DE measures between adjacent groups are highly significant (for both pairs of groups,

we perform pairwise two-sample t-tests with unequal variances; between Occasional

and Regular Users: t(11,835) = −8.23, p = 0.0000; between Regular and Extensive

Users: t(11,878) = −11.73, p = 0.0000).

Such empirical results suggest that limit order use and the DE are correlated.

However, this observation leaves open the question of causality or of a directional

relationship. It is possible that the extensive use of limit orders artificially increases

the DE measure due to the mechanical effects of limit orders as proposed in Linnain-

maa (2010). Conversely, the DE may also encourage investors to use limit orders

more extensively. We explore this bi-directional relationship between limit order use
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and the DE in the following section.

4 Bi-directional relationship between limit order

use and DE

4.1 Impact of limit orders on the DE measure

As outlined in the introduction, Linnainmaa (2010) is the first to document a me-

chanical effect of limit order use on measured DE. The more limit sell orders an

investor uses, the higher this investor’s DE measure. When Linnainmaa (2010) ex-

cludes all sales generated by limit orders from his analysis to eliminate this unwanted

mechanical component from the DE measure, about half of the observed DE disap-

pears.

We conjecture that Linnainmaa’s (2010) approach exaggerates the mechanical

component of the DE measure because it implicitly assumes that investors’ choices

of order type are independent of the true level of DE. In other words, it relies on the

assumption of a unidirectional causality running from the use of limit orders to the

DE measure. We argue that the reverse causality also exists.

In order to illustrate the intuition behind this reverse causality, imagine two retail

investors, A and B. Both have bought 100 shares of Stock X at $ 22 a few months

ago and still hold these in their respective portfolios. The current market price of

Stock X is $ 20.

• Investor A is aware that she lost some money on the investment but decides to

sell the shares. She submits a limit sell order for 100 shares with a limit price

of $ 20 in order to guarantee a sales price equaling at least the current market

price.

• Investor B would like to sell his position but he is too disappointed in himself

and in his “failed” investment to do so. However, he retains some tiny hope that

a bullish market could help him break even (or better) with this investment.
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Therefore, he submits a limit sell order for 100 shares with a limit price of $ 22

in order to guarantee a sales price of no less than the purchase price.

After both investors have submitted their limit orders, the price of stock X de-

clines slightly. Given the limit orders they have placed, both investors retain their

100 shares. In terms of impact on the DE measure, Odean (1998) registers a paper

loss for both investors on this day. Provided that the investors did not modify their

orders, the same would be true on subsequent days as long as the price of Stock X did

not reach the investors’ respective limit prices. At first sight, and in the calculation

of Odean’s (1998) DE measure, the two investors’ actions look very similar. How-

ever, regarding the investors’ true propensity towards the DE, i.e., the reluctance to

selling a loser, they are in fact quite different:

• Investor A resolves to sell her losing investment; the only reason she does not

actually sell is the slight decline in the stock price.

• Investor B does not resolve to sell his losing investment. He deliberately chooses

a limit price that rules out the possibility of selling at a loss.

Odean (1998) classifies both cases as paper losses. Linnainmaa (2010) diagnoses

mechanical effects of limit orders in both cases and eliminates these trades from

his DE calculation. Our point of view is intermediate between the two. While we

agree that some mechanical effects linked to the use of limit orders may bias the DE

measure, we also suggest that the actual DE of an investor may sometimes lead her

to place a limit order with a given limit price. However, retail investors’ motivations

for trading and order placement are not observable in field data, making it difficult

to discriminate between situations such as the two outlined above. In the following

section, we therefore study the causality running from an investor’s true DE to their

order submissions by testing several hypotheses derived from assuming the existence

of such a causality.
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4.2 Impact of the DE on order submission

As mentioned in Section 2, retail investors’ limit order use may be explained by

different reasons. Market conditions such as high volatility or a wide bid-ask spread

combined with infrequent market monitoring may encourage investors to submit limit

orders to avoid unfavorable prices. Such factors would, however, affect investors’

decisions regarding both buy and sell orders. Yet when it comes to modeling the

DE-induced reluctance to selling losers, we expect the original purchase price of

a stock to affect sell orders exclusively. Taking the purchase price into account,

investors tend to frame their prospective sale as a gain (a loss) when the current

market price is higher (lower) than the purchase price. If investors are prone to

exhibiting the DE, they show a propensity towards selling winners while holding on

to losers. An investor who wishes to ensure that a winner is sold quickly can place

a market order or a marketable limit order. An investors who is reluctant to sell a

loser may (1) keep observing the market, or (2) place a non-marketable limit order

whose limit price is no lower than the purchase price. Retail investors’ DE may thus

be partially revealed through their order submissions, i.e., through their choices of

market vs. limit orders and through their choices of limit prices.

Since mechanical effects of limit order use may distort the DE measure, we cannot

divide investors into different groups according to their limit order use and then

measure the DE within each group to test whether the DE level increases with the

extent of limit order use. Doing so would simply confirm the correlation we already

know exist. Instead, we construct hypotheses about the expected behaviors of high-

versus low-DE investors when it comes to their order submission behaviors. We then

test these hypotheses with three investor groups – Occasional, Regular and Extensive

users of non-marketable limit sell orders (described in Section 3.2.2). Our general

hypothesis is that if the DE increases limit order use, high-DE investors are likely

to make up a relatively larger proportion of the investors in the group of Extensive

users. Accordingly, we expect to observe the behaviors characteristic of high-DE

investors in the group of Extensive users.11

11Note that we do not claim that the group of Extensive users does not include low-DE investors.
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Our first hypothesis concerns how the DE may drive the limit prices investors set

for non-marketable limit buy orders as compared to non-marketable limit sell orders.

When they submit non-marketable limit buy (sell) orders, investors hope to buy

(sell) at a price lower (higher) than the best price available in the market. Hence,

the distance between the limit price of a non-marketable limit buy (sell) order and

the prevailing lowest ask (highest bid) in the market can be seen as an investor’s

desired spread relative to the best price currently available in the market. That is,

the lower (higher) relative to the best ask (bid) in the market the limit price of a

limit buy (sell) order, the greater the spread the investor demands.

Since the prevailing quotes at the time of order submission are not available for

all orders, we use the Euronext dataset for this analysis. Specifically, we calculate

our measure “limit price position” (LPP) as follows:

Limit price position =







Ask Price−Limit Price

Ask Price
for a buy limit order

Limit Price−Bid Price

Bid Price
for a sell limit order

(3)

In the absence of any behavioral biases, we would expect investors to demand the

same spread for non-marketable limit buy and sell orders. However, we conjecture

that high-DE investors’ desire to break even would, when in the loss domain, induce

them to demand a larger spread when submitting sell orders. Thus, they would set

the limit price substantially higher than the prevailing market price, but only for sell

orders. In other words, we expect a positive correlation between DE and sell-order

LPP. We construct our first two hypotheses based on this intuition:

Hypothesis 1: The magnitude of the difference in desired spreads between non-

For example, low-DE investors would be grouped as Extensive users if they used limit orders
because this order type was the default order type on their respective trading platforms. However,
an investor’s propensity towards behaving in accordance with the DE is likely to be orthogonal to
the default order type on the trading platform this investor uses. In other words, investors with
different propensities towards behaving in accordance with the DE can be expected to be uniformly
distributed over trading platforms and thus over default order types. This means that our use of
Extensive users as a proxy for high-DE investors is likely to make our results conservative, such
that any effects we uncover can be considered lower bounds on the true effect sizes that one would
observe among pure groups made up solely of high-DE investors.
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marketable limit buy and sell orders correlates positively with investors’ DE levels.

Accordingly, the magnitude of the difference will be highest among Extensive users

of non-marketable limit sell orders, followed by Regular users, and then Occasional

users.

Hypothesis 2: Investors’ desired spread when submitting non-marketable limit sell

orders correlate positively with their DE levels. Accordingly, the magnitude of desired

spread will be highest among Extensive users of non-marketable limit sell orders,

followed by Regular users, and then Occasional users.

To test these hypotheses, we measure the magnitudes of desired spread for buy

and sell orders by computing the LPP separately for buy and sell orders for each

investor. We then calculate the difference between the average LPP for buy orders

and the average LPP for sell orders for each group. Panel A of Table 5 reports the

results. For all groups, sell-order LPP is higher than buy-order LPP, suggesting that

investors demand larger spreads when submitting a sell order than when submitting

a buy order. The difference in desired spreads between buy and sell orders is highly

significant for Regular and Extensive users (dependent t-test for Occasional users:

t(102) = −2.61, p = .104; for Regular users: t(418) = −3.28, p = .0011; for Extensive

users: t(397) = −8.44, p = 0.0000). The magnitude of the difference increases in

the extent of non-marketable limit sell order use.

We find that while the spread Extensive users demand for their non-marketable

limit buy orders is only 0.21 percentage points greater than that demanded by Oc-

casional users (two-sample t-test with unequal variances, t(197.05) = −2.98, p =

.0033), Extensive users demand a spread that is 1.55 percentage points larger than

that demanded by Occasional users when submitting non-marketable limit sell or-

ders (two-sample t-test with unequal variances, t(486.76) = −6.74, p = 0.0000). The

average sell-order LPP for Extensive users is 2.23%, while that for Occasional users

is 0.68%. Extensive users thus submit sell orders with greater spreads relative to the

best price currently available in the market, in line with our conjectures regarding

their higher DE-levels.
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As mentioned before, this may be explained by an investor’s desire to break even

when they are currently at a loss. Our data show that the more extensively investors

use non-marketable limit orders for sales, the higher is the proportion of all non-

marketable limit sell orders in the loss domain that have a limit price higher than

the purchase price. This proportion is 20.98% for Occasional users but, at 34.32%,

is significantly higher for Extensive users (two-sample t-test with unequal variances,

t(7163.7) = −17.87, p = 0.0000).

One of the main factors affecting the execution rate of non-marketable limit buy

(sell) orders is the absolute difference between the limit price and the prevailing

ask (bid). Put differently, the greater the spreads investors demand through their

limit prices, the lower the execution rate. All groups demand higher spreads for sell

than for buy orders and consequently have a lower execution rate for the former

(see Table 4). Across groups, the higher the proportion of non-marketable limit sell

orders investors use, the higher the spreads they demand when submitting sell orders

and the larger is the difference in execution rates between sell and buy orders (the

differences in execution rates are 16.72 percentage points, 18.00 percentage points and

21.91 percentage points for Occasional, Regular and Extensive users, respectively).

The magnitudes of the difference in execution rates between sell and buy orders are

highly significant different from one group to another (for both pairs of adjacent

groups, we perform two-sample t-tests with unequal variances; between Occasional

and Regular Users: t(6,816.3) = −5.08, p = 0.0000; between Regular and Extensive

Users: t(11,802) = −9.24, p = 0.0000).

Our next three hypotheses relate to how the DE affects retail investors’ use of

market orders and marketable limit orders. Given that the DE is defined over in-

vestors’ propensity towards selling winners too soon and holding on to losers too long,

two factors are likely to affect investors’ choice of market orders and marketable limit

orders. These factors are (1) whether the investment is in the domains of gains or

losses, and (2) the difference between the purchase price and the current market

price. We will refer to this latter difference as a potential gain if the purchase price

is lower than the current market price and as a potential loss if the opposite is the

case. More concretely, in the gain domain, since investors tend to get out of winners
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Table 5: Results of Hypothesis Tests

Occasional Regular Extensive Occasional-Extensive

Number of investors 6,132 6,132 6,132

Panel A: Hypothesis 1 & Hypothesis 2

LPP of buy orders (in %) 0.36 0.55 0.58 −0.21∗∗∗

LPP of sell orders (in %) 0.68 1.04 2.23 -1.55∗∗∗

Difference in LPP between buy and −0.32∗∗ −0.49∗∗∗ −1.65∗∗∗ 1.33∗∗∗

sell orders (in percentage points)

Panel B: Hypothesis 3 & Hypothesis 4

Size of gains (in %) 20.49 18.56 16.95 3.53∗∗∗

Size of losses (in %) 21.39 23.10 23.46 −2.07∗∗∗

Difference between size of gains −0.90 −4.54∗∗∗ −8.10∗∗∗ 5.60∗∗∗

and losses (in percentage points)

Panel C: Hypothesis 5

% of market and marketable limit sell 58.46 58.37 60.36 1.90∗∗

orders submitted in the gain domain

Panel D: Hypothesis 6

Difference in proportions of non- 6.31∗∗∗ 6.35∗∗∗ 0.84∗∗∗ 5.47∗∗∗

marketable limit sell orders between
gain and loss domain (in percentage points)

Panel E: Hypothesis 7

Gap between sell and buy orders in −7.71∗∗∗ 5.79∗∗∗ 12.54∗∗∗ −20.25∗∗∗

the ratios of non-marketable limit
orders to all orders (in percentage points)

Notes: This table reports information about behavior in three investor groups, differing in the
proportion of investors’ sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders. Group Occasional encom-
passes that third of the investors who use non-marketable limit orders to the least extent. Group
Extensive encompasses that third which uses non-marketable limit orders to the greatest extent.
Group Regular encompasses the middle third. The last column Occasional - Extensive reports the
difference between Occasional and Extensive users. Panel A reports the Limit Price Position (LPP)
measured by Equation 3 for buy and sell orders. Panel B reports the size of gains and losses of
market and marketable limit orders measured by Equation 4. Panel C reports the proportion of
market and marketable limit sell orders that are submitted in the gain domain. Panel D reports
the difference in the proportion of sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders between the gain
domain and the loss domain. Panel E reports the difference between the ratio of the numbers of
non-marketable limit sell orders to all sell orders and the ratio of the numbers of non-marketable
limit buy orders to all buy orders. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
levels, respectively.
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too soon, it is likely that they submit market orders and marketable limit orders

already when potential gains are still small. In the loss domain, since investors are

reluctant to sell, and hold on to losers for too long, they more often submit market

orders and marketable limit orders only after losses have already grown large. Fol-

lowing this line of reasoning, we consider the difference between the size of gains and

the size of losses of stocks sold through market orders or marketable limit orders to

signal an investor’s DE level.

The size of the gain or loss for each market or marketable limit sell order is

computed as the distance between the execution price (EP) and the average purchase

price (PP), expressed as a percentage of the average purchase price:

Size =
|EP − PP |

PP
(4)

Limiting the analysis to market sell orders and marketable limit sell orders, in-

vestors who are prone to the DE will, ceteris paribus, experience greater losses than

gains. We construct the following three hypotheses based on this insight:

Hypothesis 3: The difference between the size of losses and the size of gains is high-

est among Extensive users of non-marketable limit sell orders, followed by Regular

users, and then by Occasional users.

Hypothesis 4: The size of losses realized by market orders and marketable limit

orders is largest among Extensive users of non-marketable limit sell orders, followed

by Regular users, and then by Occasional users.

Furthermore, we expect investors who are prone to the DE to place proportionally

more market and marketable limit orders in the gain domain than in the loss domain.

Hypothesis 5: The proportion of market and marketable limit orders submitted in

the gain domain is highest among Extensive users of non-marketable limit sell orders,

followed by Regular users, and then by Occasional users.

To test Hypotheses 3 and 4, we calculate the average Size of gains and that of

losses realized by market orders and marketable limit orders for each investor. We
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then take the average of Size separately for gains and losses and for each group. The

results are reported in Panel B of Table 5. For all groups, the Size of losses is greater

than the Size of gains but their difference is highly significant only for Regular and

Extensive users. Furthermore, the magnitude of the difference is highly significantly

different from group to group. The more extensively investors use non-marketable

limit orders for sales, the larger the difference between the Sizes of gains and losses.

Specifically, the Size of losses is 0.90 percentage points higher than the Size of gains

for Occasional users (dependent t-test, t(4703)=−1.27, p=.2040), 4.54 percentage

points higher for Regular users (dependent t-test, t(4094)=−9.13, p=0.0000 and

8.10 percentage points higher for Extensive users (dependent t-test, t(1180)=−8.00,

p=0.0000). Interestingly, while the size of gains decreases in the extent of non-

marketable limit sell order use, the reverse is true for the size of losses. This suggests

that Extensive users sell winners sooner and hold on to loser longer, presumably

driven by their higher DE-levels. We thus find support for both Hypothesis 3 and

Hypothesis 4.

To test Hypothesis 5, we calculate the proportion of market and marketable limit

sell orders submitted in the gain domain for each group. The results are provided

in Panel C of Table 5. The proportion of market orders and marketable limit orders

in the gain domain is greater than 58% for all groups. While there is no significant

difference in the proportions between the groups of Occasional and Regular Users

(two-sample t-test with unequal variances, t(12,089) = 0.16, p = .8761), the dif-

ference between the two extreme groups is significant at the 5% level (two-sample

t-test with unequal variances, t(3958.9) = −2.34, p = .0193). This evidence supports

Hypothesis 5.

Regardless of their endogenous inclinations towards using limit over market or-

ders, investors who are prone to the DE are reluctant to sell a losing investment,

while they do not harbor such reluctance when they are about to sell a winning

investment. In the case of the losing investment, they may thus sometimes submit

limit orders with a limit price greater than the purchase price, thus increasing the

proportion of sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders. In other words, when

investors are prone to the DE, they are inclined to using non-marketable limit orders
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when they want to sell a position that is currently at loss. Based on this intuition,

we construct the two following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 6: The difference in the proportions of all sell orders that are non-

marketable between the domains of gains and losses is highest among Extensive users

of non-marketable limit sell orders, followed by Regular users, and then by Occasional

users.

Furthermore, we expect the difference between the ratio of the number of non-

marketable limit sell orders to all sell orders and the corresponding ratio for buy

orders to increase in the extent to which an investor exhibits the DE.

Hypothesis 7: The difference between the ratio of the numbers of non-marketable

limit sell orders to all sell orders and the corresponding ratio for buy orders will

be greatest among Extensive users of non-marketable limit sell orders, followed by

Regular users, and then by Occasional users.

To test Hypothesis 6, we calculate – separately for each group – the proportion

of all sell orders in the gain domain that are non-marketable limit orders. We do

the same for all sell orders in the loss domain. Panel D of Table 5 reports the

difference between the two proportions. Non-marketable limit orders account for

a 6.31 percentage points, 6.35 percentage points and 0.84 percentage points higher

proportion of sell orders submitted in the gain domain than that for those submitted

in the loss domain for Occasional, Regular and Extensive Groups, respectively. The

difference between the two proportions is highly significant for every group (for each

group, we calculate a dependent t-test; for Occasional Users: t(5022) = 14.00, p =

0.0000; for Regular Users: t(5561) = 15.53, p = 0.0000; for Extensive Users: t(4508)

= 5.18, p = 0.0000). While the imbalance between the two proportions is very similar

for Occasional and Regular users (two-sample t-test with unequal variances, t(10,356)

= −0.07,p = .9458), Extensive users have significantly lower imbalance than the

other two groups (two-sample t-test with unequal variances between Occasional and

Extensive users: t(6287.3) = 11.42, p = 0.0000; between Regular and Extensive

users: t(7,225.1) = 12.53, p = 0.0000). This evidence supports Hypothesis 6.
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To test Hypothesis 7, we calculate the ratio of the numbers of non-marketable

limit buy (sell) orders to all buy (sell) orders submitted by each investor before

taking the averages for each group. We present the results in Panel E of Table 5.

The differences between the two ratios (buy minus sell) are significant for all groups

(dependent t-test; for Occasional Users: t(6131) = 24.33, p = 0.0000; for Regular

Users: t(6131) = −23.94, p = 0.0000; for Extensive Users: t(6131) = −50.90, p

= 0.0000). Note that while the ratio for purchases is higher than that for sales in

the case of Occasional users, the reverse is true for the two other groups. When we

use two-sample t-tests with unequal variances to test whether the gaps between the

two ratios differ between groups, we find them to differ highly significantly from one

group to another (between Occasional and Extensive Users: t(11,555) = 50.44, p =

0.0000). Following Hypothesis 6, these results again support the conjecture that the

investors in our database have different levels of DE.

This section examined whether investors who use limit orders extensively exhibit

the behaviors (related to order submissions) expected of high-DE investors. To this

end, we constructed three different groups based on the intensity of limit order use

(not based on the observed but potentially biased DE level itself). We then developed

six hypotheses related to the expected behaviors of high-DE investors. Specifically,

we derived predictions about the differences between (1) the limit prices low- and

high-DE investors set for buy and sell orders, (2) the order types low- and high-DE

investors choose in the domains of gains and losses, and (3) the extent to which low-

and high-DE investors use non-marketable limit orders for purchases and for sales.

For each of our hypotheses, we constructed a specific measure to capture the impact

of DE on investors’ order submission activity. Computing these measures separately

for each group allowed us to determine whether a group of investors exhibits behavior

consistent with that expected of high-DE investors. We find stronger evidence of such

behaviors for Extensive users of limit orders than for the other groups, suggesting that

investors with a higher level of DE indeed tend to use limit orders more extensively.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we examine the bi-directional relationship between the DE and the

use of limit orders. Using order and trade data from a Belgian brokerage house, we

find a strong, positive association: the more frequently an investor uses limit orders,

the higher is the investor’s DE measure. Due to the price-contingency condition of

limit order execution, the use of limit orders mechanically inflates the DE measure.

Our main contribution is to document the reverse relationship, i.e, that investors

susceptible to the DE exhibit a propensity towards using limit orders over market

orders. Extensive users of limit orders exhibit the expected behaviors of high-DE

investors: they demand a greater spread by setting the limit price farther away from

the market price when submitting sell orders as opposed to buy orders; the size

of their losses originating from market orders and marketable limit orders is larger

than the size of their gains; they tend to place proportionally more market orders

and marketable limit orders in the gain domain; they are more inclined to using

non-marketable limit orders when intending to sell a position that is currently at a

loss.

Similar to Belgian investors, retail investors in many countries are reported to use

limit orders extensively (Linnainmaa 2010). Hence, our results are likely to generalize

to retail investors in other countries.

Without any control on, or information about, investors’ motivations for order

choices, our empirical approach can only highlight the existence of this bi-directional

relationship between an investor’s susceptibility to the DE and the investor’s order

choices. For the next version of the paper, we plan to employ experiments to measure

the impact of an investor’s susceptibility towards the DE on the use of limit orders

by eliminating the unwanted mechanical component of the DE measure caused by

limit order use.
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6 Appendix

In this appendix, we present robustness checks for our empirical results. To control

for the effects of traders who trade infrequently, we replicate all of our analyses for a

smaller sample that retains only those investors who execute at least 40 stock trades

over our sample period. For convenience, we refer to this sample as the “frequent

trader sample”. We are left with 8,594 investors, who submit (precisely) 2,084,000

orders, involving 5,163 stocks. Out of these orders, 1,354,698 get executed. The

Euronext dataset of the frequent trader sample contains 11,281 orders. Tables 6

through 10 thus present the same statistics and analyses for the frequent trader

sample as Tables 1 through 5 did for the full sample.
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Table 6: Order submission and DE statistics at the investor level

Q1 Median Mean Q3

Number of investors (N = 8,594)

Disposition effect (in %) 1.01 5.13 9.47 14.05

Number of total orders 80.00 130.00 242.49 246.00

Number of total trades 57.00 89.00 157.63 162.00

Number of buy orders 47.00 76.00 137.09 139.00

Number of sell orders 30.00 55.00 105.40 108.00

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for purchases (in %) 53.66 77.82 68.32 90.24

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for sales (in %) 54.55 80.00 70.01 92.59

Execution rate of buy non-marketable limit orders (in %) 55.99 69.84 67.95 81.81

Execution rate of sell non-marketable limit orders (in %) 38.03 52.17 53.13 67.93

Notes: This table reports the mean, median and lower and upper quartiles for the DE measure
and order submissions at the investor level. Our sample is limited to the 8,594 investors who
execute at least 40 stock trades over the sample period. The DE measure is calculated as in
Odean (1998). “Number of total orders” is the number all orders submitted (both executed and
non-executed). “Number of total trades” is the number of stock trades (i.e., executed orders).
“Number of buy (sell) orders” is the number of buy (sell) orders submitted (both executed and
non-executed). “Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for purchases (sales)” is calculated by
dividing the number of buy (sell) non-marketable limit orders by the total number of buy (sell)
orders (executed and unexecuted). “Execution rate of buy (sell) non-marketable limit orders” is
calculated by dividing the number of executed buy (sell) non-marketable limit orders by the total
number of buy (sell) non-marketable limit orders submitted.
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Table 7: Order submissions and trade statistics across the whole sample

Orders Trades
N % of Total N % of Total Execution rate

Panel A: All Orders

Market 347,154 16.66% 340,573 25.14% 98.10%

Limit 1,736,846 83.34% 1,014,125 74.86% 58.39%
Marketable 192,906 9.26% 192,906 14.24% 100.00%

Non-marketable 1,543,940 74.09% 821,219 60.62% 53.19%

Total 2,084,000 1,354,698 65.00%

Panel B: Buy Orders Only

Market 199,437 16.93% 196,127 23.8% 98.34%

Limit 978,750 83.07% 627,826 76.2% 64.15%
Marketable 118,413 10.05% 118,413 14.37% 100.00%

Non-marketable 860,337 73.02% 509,413 61.83% 59.21%

Total 1,178,187 823,953 69.93%

Panel C: Sell Orders Only

Market 147,717 16.31% 144,446 27.22% 97.79%

Limit 758,096 83.69% 386,299 72.78% 50.96%
Marketable 74,493 8.22% 074,493 14.04% 100.00%

Non-marketable 683,603 75.47% 311,806 58.75% 45.61%

Total 905,813 530,745 58.59%

Notes: This table presents statistics on order submissions and trades by order type across the whole
sample. Panel A presents results for all orders (both buy and sell orders). Besides the total number
of orders, we report the number of orders submitted by each order type as well as the corresponding
proportions of the total number of orders. Similar statistics are presented for trades. The execution
rate is calculated by dividing the number of trades by the number of orders. Panel B and Panel C
present the same statistics as Panel A, but separately for buy and sell orders, respectively.
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Table 8: Limit Price relative to Purchase Price for sell limit orders

N LP ≥ PP

All sell limit orders 758,096 71.04%

Marketable 74,493 57.42%

Non-Marketable 683,603 71.96%

Executed 311,806 68.46%

Non-executed 371,797 75.94%

Notes: This table reports how investors set the limit price (LP) relative to the purchase price
(PP) for sell marketable and non-marketable limit orders. For the latter, we also produce statistics
separately for executed and non-executed orders. “N” is the number of orders submitted. “LP ≥
PP” is the proportion of the orders with LP greater than or equal to PP (relative to the number
of orders in column “N” of the same row).

Table 9: Statistics about order submissions and DE measure for groups

Occasional Regular Extensive

Number of investors 2,864 2,865 2,865

DE (in %) 5.39*** 9.82 13.19***

Number of orders 199 255 273

Number of trades 168 167 138

Proportion of buy orders (in %) 60.89 58.27 56.46

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for purchases (in %) 39.29 75.73 89.92

Proportion of non-marketable limit orders for sales (in %) 35.58 79.11 95.32

Execution rate for buy non-marketable limit orders (in %) 70.03 68.65 65.34

Execution rate for sell non-marketable limit orders (in %) 57.41 54.62 47.76

Notes: This table summarizes the descriptive statistics for the three groups formed based on the
proportion of their sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders. Group Occasional encompasses
the third of the investors who have the lowest proportion of sell non-marketable limit orders. Group
Extensive encompasses the third with the highest proportion of sell non-marketable limit orders.
Group Regular encompasses the middle third. For each group, we report the number of investors,
the average DE and the weighted average of different variables related to order submissions. The
numbers of orders and trades are per-capita averages. *, **, and *** indicate significant differences
relative to the Regular Column at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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Table 10: Results of Hypothesis Tests

Occasional Regular Extensive Occasional-Extensive

Number of investors 2,864 2,865 2,865

Panel A: Hypothesis 1 & Hypothesis 2

Buy order LPP (in %) 0.39 0.57 0.55 -0.16

Sell order LPP (in %) 0.69 0.90 1.89 -1.20∗∗∗

Difference in LPP between buy and −0.30∗∗ −0.32∗ −1.34∗∗∗ 1.04∗∗∗

sell orders (in percentage points)

Panel B: Hypothesis 3 & Hypothesis 4

Size of gains (in %) 18.16 18.55 17.22 0.94

Size of losses (in %) 19.69 22.60 23.78 −4.09∗∗∗

Difference between size of gains −1.53∗∗∗ −4.05∗∗∗ −6.57∗∗∗ 5.04∗∗∗

and losses (in percentage points)

Panel C: Hypothesis 5

% of sell market and marketable limit 56.01 56.62 60.01 -4.00∗∗∗

orders submitted in the gain domain

Panel D: Hypothesis 6

Difference in proportions of sell non- 6.21∗∗∗ 6.08∗∗∗ 1.34∗∗∗ 4.88∗∗∗

marketable limit orders between
gain and loss domain (in %)

Panel E: Hypothesis 7

Gap between buy and sell orders in 3.71∗∗∗ −3.38∗∗∗ −5.40∗∗∗ 9.11∗∗∗

the ratios of non-marketable limit
orders to all orders (in %)

Notes: This table reports information about behavior in three different investor groups, which
differ in terms of the proportion of their sell orders that are non-marketable limit orders. Group
Occasional encompasses that third of the investors who use non-marketable limit orders to the
least extent. Group Extensive encompasses that third which uses non-marketable limit orders to
the greatest extent. Group Regular encompasses the middle third. The last column Occasional -

Extensive represents the difference between Occasional and Extensive users. Panel A reports the
Limit Price Position (LPP) measured by Equation 3 for buy and sell orders. Panel B reports the
size of gains and losses of market and marketable limit orders measured by Equation 4. Panel C
reports the proportion of sell market and marketable limit orders that are submitted in the gain
domain. Panel D reports the difference in the proportion of sell orders that are non-marketable
limit orders between the gain domain and the loss domain. Panel E reports the gap between the
ratio of the numbers of buy non-marketable limit orders to all buy orders and the ratio of the
numbers of sell non-marketable limit orders to all sell orders. *, **, and *** indicate significance
at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, respectively.
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